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1.  Summary 
 

Round table discussions were held on the following topics: 

• Network considerations 

• Charging infrastructure 

• Zero emission capable (ZEC) vehicles 

• Policy and support for the transition 
 

Each of the four subject areas is considered in turn and the key points from the discussions are provided below (recorded 

against the subject areas and specific questions being debated in each case). 

 

Overall Conclusions across all sessions are summarised below: 

• Communication is required with taxi drivers, and private hire vehicle drivers. An appropriate medium of 
communication is important 

• Cross party cooperation is required, bringing together TfL, the London Boroughs, taxi driver representatives and 
private hire vehicle representatives as well as fleet operators and UKPN to overcome infrastructure hurdles, 
especially in Central London 

• The perception that charging infrastructure, and rapid chargers in particular, are not available is a major barrier 
to the electrification of this sector, however taxi and private hire drivers within the industry who have already 
made the move to electric do not share this view 

• Inventive solutions will be required to overcome issues particular to Central London, for example the lack/price 
of land that is available for off street charging infrastructure; and   

• Technology is advancing so quickly that many parties are worried that by investing now they will be left with out 
of date or redundant assets or technology in five or ten years 
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2.  Network Considerations 
 

Considerations for further action: 

 

Suggestions for further work made by participants who attended the sessions include: 

 

• There is a need to increase after diversity maximum demand factor used by DNOs to calculate the load on 
their networks considering the increased number of EVs charging/ expected to charge at home 

• Need to look at end goal and benefits to society of having 30-50million EVs and how to get the whole system 
to work at its best 

• A lot of drivers still don’t understand the OLEV business case 

• Information and education is required. EV manufacturers have to be able to explain all the benefits when 
customers make the capital decision 

• Future steps identified by participants included: 
o Communication via appropriate channels such as the TfL newsletter 
o Assessment of capital cost against energy costs 
o Better understanding of different models of cars, implication of different batteries and the implication of 

different charging models 
o Implement the results in this study in UKPN plans 
o More collaboration in multi-sectors (CPOs, car manufacturers) and data sharing 

• Stakeholder engagement needs to be more visible and to challenge wrong perceptions (e.g. rapid charger 
location for taxi drivers: their perception is that there are no rapid chargers in Central London, health concerns) 

• An education piece needs to be done on electrification of transport and the role of the DNO. 

• The market will evolve and naturally to give some of the answers – it’s how we manage in the interim that is 

important 

• If drivers are not engaging with the market, maybe the market should engage with drivers? Like with Ofgem 

sharing the information of people that have not switched 

 

 

 

1) Do you know why EV charging is different to other household electrical appliances? 

• The group identified the following differences: 
o They switch on at peak time 
o They are a load that can be moved 
o Large power requirement 
o Duration much longer than other appliances 
o More clashing with other households (less diversity) 
o Not on the equipotential zone. Charging is happening outside the house so there is 

a potential impact on the earthing system and potential safety issues if there is a 
broken neutral. A point was raised that there are earthing arrangements in the IET 
code of practice. It was suggested that there is a need to ensure installers are 
carrying out earthing and impedance checks 

• There is a need to make sure domestic charge point installations are compliant with Wiring 
Regulations 

• Public chargers are not going to be enough for both taxi/PHV and private vehicles. At the 
moment there isn’t the necessarily provision for EV charging 

• There is a need to increase after diversity maximum demand calculation factor because of 
EVs charging at home 

• There is an expectation from customers that EV charging won’t be less convenient than 
using other appliances 
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• The model of topping up EVs is expected by some customers to mimic the fuel filling of ICE 
vehicles but in reality is radically different 

• EVs can be a disruptive load if they cause harmonic distortion 

• Is there any visibility of harmonic distortion from different chargers? It is included broadly in 
the IEC standards however different chargers will have different distortions   

• How to will DNOs manage the impact of EVs on their networks? Via power quality 
monitoring but power quality monitoring is expensive so can we ensure compliance with 
power quality regulations with car manufacturers as well as charge point operators. This is 
especially relevant for harmonics  

• Domestic charge points don’t have any power electronics - it is all in the car 

• A DNO has been requested to disconnect an EV customer who creating harmonic 
distortion issues 

• There is a need to look at the end goal and benefits of having 30-50million EVs to society 
and how to get the whole system to work at its best 

• Domestic customers are not obliged to notify DNOs in advance of installing a domestic 
charger if it is between 3 and 7kW. A cluster of 7kW chargers might start having an impact 
on the local network if there isn’t a lot of existing headroom  

• It is very difficult to quantify the impact on a network of customer behaviour (e.g. if offices 
offer charging, then people will stop charging at home and will charge at the office) 

• It is highly recommended that households have a dedicated domestic EV charger. It is 
safer to have a separate system rather than, for example, running a lead from an existing 
domestic circuit 

• There are different earthing arrangements for EV charge points and housing circuits i.e. TT 
earthing as opposed to combined earth. 

• Charge points are wire-dependent (compared to other appliances). Induction or wireless 
mean that the driver can use any opportunity to charge and get rid of wires/cables 

• Much higher domestic load for a long period resulting in a different load profile for 
households with EVs 

• EVs can store energy 
 
 

2) What more can be done to help minimise costs to customers where network 
reinforcement is required? 

• The group was conscious that DNOs cannot invest ahead of need. The following strategies 
were suggested: 

o Load shifting 
o Use tap changer transformer or recalculate real time rating 
o Influence timing of EV charging 
o Provide more information of the load that different EV chargers will draw 
o Customer requirement specifications 
o Visibility of assets  
o Linking chargers to smart meters  
o Having visibility of the data to understanding usage going forward 
o Explore V2G 

• The fact that they can transport energy/store energy gives EVs flexibility – EVs could be 
treated as energy carriers 

• There is value when combined with storage – an EV is an energy system itself 

• EVs could be treated as an infrastructure asset 

• V2G and demand shifting could help to negate the need for network reinforcement 

• Connect and manage approach for existing asset may also help, for example, ensuring 
new developments have headroom included for EVs 
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• Shifting demand profiles from peak times to other times needs a lot of policy changes - 
there aren’t many Time of Use tariffs at the moment. Enabling these tariffs would help 
move EV charging, 

• Timed connections that, for example, make a connection cheaper if the user reduces its 
load at a particular time. This would require the DNO to monitor the usage 

• Incentive policies that provide tariffs for flexibility 

• It was suggested that there is a conflict of interest between electricity supplier who may be 
making revenue from owning sources of electricity generation, and the DNOs requirement 
to manage peak load to protect their network. Supplier may want to maximise peak 
demand if they own generation. This may harm network infrastructure.  

 
 

3) What are the benefits to EV drivers of smart charging? 

 

• There is a trade-off on comfort (i.e. being able to charge at any time), but there is a benefit 
in cost if Time of Use are tariffs involved 

• Cheaper connection costs may be available if you agree to a smarter connection 
agreement 

• Information is required explaining how smart charging can work for customers 

• There is opportunity for an additional revenue stream for an EV owner if they can access 
V2G 

• Commercial contract and offerings are required. The industry should look at products in 
other sectors/industry to see how different models work. There could be an income stream 
to an EV owner if their EV discharges to the grid 

• There is a potential disconnect between suppliers and DNOs - we need to build a business 
model that works for all (supplier, DNO and customers) 

• The Electric Vehicle and Aviation Bill will mandate smart charging. It defines it as a system 
with intelligence, control and communication  

• It depends on how you implement smart charging - financial reasons are required to 
participate 

• Bi-directional V2G can provide flexibility and compensation for providing an energy asset 

• Individuals must derive some benefits from smart charging 

• Decisions are required about if smart charging will work by providing a reward or penalising 
EV owners 

• Upfront capital incentives or grants are a more powerful incentive to encourage EV/smart 
charging benefits. The operational/ongoing costs are known to be cheaper through smart 
charging, however, there needs to be more help for consumers and business to overcome 
the upfront capital hurdles (e.g. car or smart charger) 

• Financial benefits are required because of the significant costs – environmental benefits 
are good but not to a driver, it is a behavioural thing, how people think about it 

• A lot of drivers still don’t understand the OLEV business case 

• Information and education is required. Manufacturers have to be able to explain all these 
benefits when customers make the capital decision 

 

4) How would you see smart charging working best? E.g. through smart meters or charge 
point operators, reducing charge rate, time-shifting, pricing signals... 
 

• The group identified smart meters and time shifting, centralised through smart meter 
signals or Time of Use tariffs with signals sent by the DNO through smart meters as an 
option 
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• Where there are sites with multiple customers, an EV aggregator does the charging – 
having this level of disaggregation for a DNO is not going to be viable 

• Prices could drive customer behaviour, for example through cheaper prices in certain 
locations (dynamic pricing), it will drive behaviour even if they realise it is not going to be 
cheaper as they travel longer (an analogy with petrol stations with cheaper prices). Apps or 
maps could show lower prices 

• Algorithms built into an app (e.g. there is one free charger in another station that is going to 
be slightly more expensive – do you want to get it cheaper or do you take up the free 
charger now?) 

• There will be differences between overnight charging and the cost of charging during the 
day? 

• There needs to be visibility of availability and pricing 

• Time of Use charging will help to alter behaviour 

• Different drivers will have different ways of charging - some will shop around for the 
cheaper deal, some will fully empty, some with recharge constantly 

• Customers and businesses need to weigh up costs of kWh (energy) and kW (power) to 
enable full comparison of purchasing charging points 

• Consumer focus is key: market driven consumer choice model based on competitive prices 

• Data sharing is important but, there needs to be consideration on how people will be happy 
to share the data (generally they are not) 

• Half hourly settlement and SMETS2 smart meters will enable Time of Use tariffs 

• Charge point operators have a role in communicating the charge point tariff 

• Customers don’t care enough to make manual interventions 
 
 

 

Other 

5) As an industry what steps should be taken to help the transition to zero emissions? 
 

• Steps identified included: 
o Communication 
o Assessment of capital cost against energy costs 
o Better understanding of different models of cars, implication of different batteries 

and the implication of different charging models 
o Implement the results in this study in UKPN plans 
o More collaboration in multi-sectors (CPOs, car manufacturers) & data sharing 

• It is not about minimising network investment, it is about doing the network reinforcement 
needed to achieve the ultimate transition, strategic reinforcement (look at the 
environmental benefits and value for society overall) 

• It is a similar business case as per smart meters: looking at the wider society benefits that 
are usually ignored 

• There needs to be an understanding of who is benefiting from it. Everyone? Need to 
consider how to socialise the costs 

• There need more policy clarifications and a clear roadmap of policies being planned for 
incentives (OLEV) 

• Time is needed to reflect on this project findings and these sorts of discussions 

• There are many possible futures out there – look more at potential future scenarios and the 
extremes and their impact:- what is the best compromise? 

• Communication and engagement with different groups is important (and more research) 

• Stakeholder engagement, more visibility, change wrong perceptions (e.g. rapid charger 
location for taxi drivers: their perception is that there are no rapid chargers in Central 
London) 
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Network Considerations sessions – Additional remarks 

Smart Charging 

• An alternative is to set the time by when you need to have the car charged by 

• There are EVs that have the potential for delaying the charge. Question: which intelligent 
system does the control – the charge point, or the car? 

• Smart charging is a solution, but home charging will be a minority especially for taxi drivers 
due to limited access to off street parking 

• Fleet operators want to charge 30-40 vehicles per site. Challenge of doing that is managing 

the cost of connection. Managed charging is probably something they would probably be 

happy about if it helps minimise connection costs.   

• Fascinating to see that there is clustering of drivers 

• Cost and availability of charging is going to be important to define the flow 

• Yes, for the general public but maybe not for taxi drivers 

• A company that is running large number of cars would probably have a depot and do mileage 
that is managed through one charge. It could work there. 

• There isn’t one model that works for everyone 

 

Barriers 

• Limited availability of off street parking is a big problem. TfL are working with OLEV to 
address this 

• Incentives are required for people to be interested in flexibility 

• No one has come up with the contractual side of the services 

• Still need to have data to be able to allow those services 

 

ZEC vehicles 

• At the moment drivers are offered hybrids. In 2 years they will probably be pushed to electric. 

What’s going to happen to the hybrid they purchased? 

• Every week there needs to be 70 vehicles sold per month from now until 2020 to electrify 

taxis by the target day. The point is made that sales will start slowly and then conversion and 

new EV sales will ramp up 

• Geely won car of the year 2018 with a diesel car – they have since announced that they will 

stop producing diesel cars in 5 years 

 

Questions/negatives 

• Layered system, DNO with substations: how do you get visibility at that level? How do you 
manage the demand at this level? 

• How do you manage the demand from users? 

• A commercial model for flexibility is needed as we all agree flexibility is a valuable and 
promising option. Who are the players there? Who benefits? 

• How do you manage spare capacity amongst the DNO areas? 

• There needs to be incentives  

• Availability to provide power for rapid chargers is very dependent on geography. There is a 
lack of coordination between TfL and the network operator to understand where it makes 
sense to connect charge points 

• Who has the control over the smart charging decisions? DNO? Supplier? DNOs should be 
able to have access to the systems… 

• Level of infrastructure needs to meet the level of electric cars 

• Limited options for other fleet operators to electrify at the moment 
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• Certainty that all of us at some point we will be driving an EV in one form or another 

• Taxi drivers are the early adopters. Some of those drivers will think when is the right time to 

electrify, when does the business case stack up? 

• Piece of education needs to be done on electrification of transport and the role of the DNO. 

• The market will evolve and naturally give some of the answers – it’s how we manage in the 

interim which is important 

• If all homes have charging points and they are cab drivers what would the effect be on 

network?  

• There were some health concerns around lithium batteries. Are they cancerogenic? Impact 

on upgrading network and impact on health of this (being around electric lines)1 

• 12 years ago, we were encouraged to buy diesel cars. Policy changes all the time – there 

needs to be a clearer long-term plan 

• Industry thinking: let someone else be the guinea pig, test something, prove it and then buy 

• If you think about the overall number of cars in the UK and then assume that 75% of those 

electrify in the next 10 years, what are the implications for network operators? 

• What will happen to the congestion charge when everyone goes electric? 

• How long will the electric car be the trend for? How long before the next technology comes? 

• Heathrow airport: taxis are queuing there - if all taxis go electric then will those charge points 

will be used all the time? 

• Believe that infrastructure should have been in first then electrification targets 

• Network access charges discussion: there are people that do not have internet access or 

bank accounts. We need to ensure any solutions do not leave some of the people behind.  

• Similar to energy suppliers – people are not switching  

• If the drivers are not engaging with the market, maybe the market should engage with the 

drivers? Like with Ofgem sharing the information of people that have not switched 

 

New ideas/ early adopters 

• Smart solutions the cheapest option and most preferable 

• Dynamic pricing 

• Fleet owner business model very different to the model for owners of vehicles  

• Point on drivers earning revenue from smart charging flexibility services 

• Some companies/individuals only lease the vehicle so do not care about subsidies they are 

only concerned with charges 

• People will know which chargers they want to use.  

• People and fleet operators will benefit from Time of Use tariff – can taxis offer these flexibility 

services? 

• Big question around people’s behaviour. They need to understand options for flexibility 

services (which one do we use and how) and we need to have the right incentives in place 

to ensure people are interested 

• Interesting article suggested only 5 local authorities using the OLEV grant 

• There are a lot more authorities using the grant now – article came out at a bad time 

• Difficult to see how it will work with regulation dictating when to charge. If there is an available 

charger that someone can use, they would always want to top up a little bit.  

• Should not restrict it to vehicles only, because electrification of heat is also coming 

• Mix of incentives and control. We should align propositions and options to different needs to 

accommodate all different users 

• Fleets would charge differently to domestic passenger cars 

• Find a perfect mix of business models to be able to accommodate all needs 

                                                      
1 We would recommend that future Engagement Strategy seek to address misconceptions such as these 
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• Element of planning of where to put chargers and of what type is needed 

• Amsterdam model: cars parked on street and have banks with charging points (6 in a row) - 

people can charge their cars here 

• Mix of individual chargers and hubs 

• Mix will also be for the type of charge points 

• Something that can evolve organically and not something that becomes obsolete 

• DNO forecast – will meet government targets, they are advising the government about what 
their targets mean - diversifying charging, must look at electrification of heat in combination 
with EVs, data centres are expected to be 20% of the total load due to large tech companies 
establishing headquarters due to tax reasons. EVs are only a problem when they come along 
at peak time; lots of renewables in Northern Ireland (green credentials); a lot of focus on heat 
and transport 

• Norway – 40% new vehicles are electric, requirement for new build houses that they must 
include parking space and chargers 

• Education for local authorities would be useful as they are not specialists in energy 

• Street furniture is not always encouraged by councils -> looking into lamp posts, spare 
capacity as they are moved to LEDs -> Cheaper, less disruption, but might not be able to 
accommodate even 7kW chargers, plus challenge on metering (no existing metering point) 

• Companies are also looking after the sub-metering including lamp posts 

• Some companies are acting as both the network operator, but also doing the billing, smart 
metering requirements 

• Norway is giving free electricity for public chargers and free parking 

• The taxi drivers have a newspaper with info on where the charge points are 
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3. Charging Infrastructure 
 

Considerations for further action: 

 

Suggestions for further work made by participants who attended the sessions include: 

 

• Airport waiting times can be up to 3-4 hours - drivers could take advantage of this time to charge EVs. Having 
toilets and other facilities for their breaks can help too. A great example is the authorised vehicle area in Heathrow 
airport. 

• Thought is being given to if segregated street charging is possible, but questions arise over who pays for the 
parking. Taxis don’t want to be double charged for parking and charging. Authorisation is needed from the 
Boroughs to install street charging. It isn’t cost effective to only install one street charging post, there needs to 
be 5-10 charging points in the same place. Co-operation from Boroughs is needed in terms of issuing fines for 
people taking up EV charging bays and not charging vehicles.  

• Interoperability between all types of charge point is ideal and avoiding the subscription issue 

• There needs to be a proper working group. If the industry approached as a group there would be more 
opportunities for collaboration. Charge point suppliers and users should join. An increased volume of the sales 
can help reduce costs. There is a lot of competition between rapid charge point manufacturers. Reduction in 
costs makes them more likely to be used. 

• There is a serious lack of communication/education between TfL/the market and taxi and private hire drivers – 
drivers have no idea about different price regimes/how to use the units, what this actually means in terms of 
pence per mile, where chargers are located (and they have no visibility of future installs with the TfL rapid charger 
framework).  

 

 

 
1) For a driver where is the best place to position a public charge point? 

 

• Places with services such as toilets and food, so they can use them during lunch breaks etc. 
(In reference to cab and other fleet drivers)  

• Central London locations would be ideal, but it doesn’t seem possible. 

• In the last weeks, 3 new taxis approached the company who were thinking about having 
charging points at their own premises. Hackney drivers have off street driving, private hire 
need street charging facilities. 

• Charger points in cities where they work is essential; charging at home isn’t the best solution. 
During a trial with Metro Cab, of the 2 drivers involved, 1 couldn’t charge at home at all. 
Charge hubs seems to be a key answer. 

• Some areas like Heathrow or commercial areas can be a great option too. 

• Airport waiting times can be up to 3-4 hours - drivers can take advantage of that. Having 
toilets and other facilities for their breaks can help too. A great example is the authorised 
vehicle area in Heathrow airport. 

• Canary Wharf, Airports (Heathrow, City), big ranks, big corporate contracts 

• Near where drivers live, points where there are more connections where it makes more 
sense to go through. Car washes could be an option as well. 

• Taxi drivers and organisations currently struggle to talk to charge point operators and to 
collaborate 

• Near strategic road network points, key destinations (stations, town centres, etc.) ease of 
supply from network 

• Near to where you’re likely to be stopped (destinations) 

• Is there a part for private operators to play in building rapid chargers? 

• Taxis are unaware of benefits of switching- they are nervous about where to charge and the 
ease of charging 
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• Taxi drivers think 30 mins for rapid charging is too long 

• Wireless charging at taxi ranks would combine waiting at ranks with waiting for charge 

• Positive reaction to oversupply idea of charging infrastructure – referred to PHV company 
building its own network 

• A black cab driver suggested where you can park vehicle easily (30 mins or so), e.g. 
motorway service station. Centre of London (where problem is) suggests places like 
shopping centres etc, incentivise supermarkets to provide these, driving customers to site 
etc. Car parks, etc,  

• A black cab driver said charging needs to be quick.  

• A black cab trade representative suggested there was a need for residential charge points. 
Surprised by 90% taxi drivers charging at home figure this morning. He did a survey of his 
own drivers and it was exact opposite – 90% charge away from the home. Of the drivers that 
do have off street parking, often it’s the family car that’s on the driveway, not the taxi. Lamp 
post charging as possible option but will these spaces be segregated? 

• Thought is being given to if segregated street charging is possible, questions arise over who 
pays for the parking. Taxis don’t want to be double charged for parking and charging. 
Authorisation is needed from Boroughs to install street charging. It isn’t cost effective to only 
install one street charging post, there needs to be 5-10 charging points in the same place. 
Co-operation from Boroughs is needed in terms of issuing fines for people taking up EV 
charging bays and not charging vehicles.  

• A Fleet operator present who runs 450 vehicle fleet.  It is mainly Prius’, but some Tesla and 
some hydrogen vehicles.  The fleet operator suggested that it needs creativity about where 
to put chargers. EVs need to charge twice a day and the fleet will need rapid chargers. 
Suggests using parking spaces in parks, i.e. Hyde Park, Regent’s Park etc. The problem 
with supermarkets in Central London is there are very few (if any) with parking.  

• A black cab driver had concerns with existing charge points not working.  

• With existing battery cars it’s a fact that constant use of rapid chargers will deteriorate 
batteries, but technology is improving.  

• A black cab driver was frustrated that other EV batteries are capable of doing longer ranges 
but the black cab taxi is not capable of this 

• Rapid charge points should be managed by aggregators in places like supermarkets where 
demand (on the network) can be managed easier 

• There are some charge points at Gatwick. Heathrow is so vast and bureaucratic that 
installing charge points may be very difficult.  

• A black cab driver asked how far away are we from inductive charging? 

• The real anxiety is for drivers who don’t have residential charging access 

• In Berlin, where no one has off street parking, street charging is very popular and widely 
available. There are between 700-800 street charging facilities available  

• A black cab trade representative voiced concerns over vandalism of street charging facilities 

• There has been little abuse of street charging facilities in cities such as Paris and Berlin.  
There have been problems in low income areas of LA.  

• A black cab driver asked if Source London have approached Wandsworth Council about the 
new Battersea development and availability of space there for rapid charging 

• A black cab trade representative asked if filling stations will be guaranteed to have rapid 
chargers.  

• Fleet operator commented that it will definitely be economically advantageous to have a rapid 
charger and would bring more customers to filling stations - Shell are apparently doing this 

• There may be competition from places like coffee shops (Costa etc) 

 

2) What do you foresee as the future of domestic vs public charging? 
 

• There is an assumption that home charging will be the main form of EV charging but 
discussions suggested something different also might occur. 
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• In terms of vehicle insurance policies, it is better for all drivers to charge at home on a private 
driveway/garage as it allows for cheaper premiums. 

• A private hire driver remarked that as long as they know when and where to access them, 
public charge points would be used mostly. 

• The table agreed they would all use home charging if they were to buy a plug-in car 

• Home charging makes sense for costs, usage etc. This solution can reduce number of public 
charge-points required and help towards costs. Shifting (consumer) behaviour is key but 
might take time and effort. 

• Other things to consider are: flexibility, timing, and unused parking: car parks can be more 
attractive to charge point operators, because there is no street furniture. 

• Fuel costs are important and will be an important motivator for fleet operators. The cost of 
charging will probably prioritise the type of charging. 

• Lots of people could charge at home but lots of people don’t have access to charge points 
at all. 

• It isn’t easy to access street charging.  

• The bottom line is we don’t have charging infrastructure today. There is anxiety over where 
to find a charging point. Initially an abundancy of infrastructure is required to shift public 
perception. 

• Taxi drivers must have somewhere to park otherwise they wouldn’t have a car. Question is 
how to get charge points to these places. Technology may overtake current forecasts for 
rapid charger requirements. If technology allows a full day driving from charging at home will 
rapid chargers be needed or will the massive investment in rapid chargers result in stranded 
out of date assets? 

• A better understanding is required of the real driving range needed by taxi drivers, e.g. black 
cab drivers living in London suburbs. Suggestion to only use electric capability in ULEV zone 
and ICE engine during commute in to London.  

 
 

3) What would you expect as the main speeds for charging an EV (domestic and public)? 
 

• The automotive industry: is moving ahead which creates the risk of obsolete technical 
capability. Need for top up and fast charging becomes less as EV technology improves. 

• Domestic charging will be restricted by single phase, so slow - 7.3 kw/h. Public charge points 
will be faster especially because of waiting time of a maximum of an hour. Maybe public 
charge points will be used more as a ‘top-up’. 

• Is providing facilities e.g. food, toilets with charge points considered? TfL answer no, the 
priority is finding space and network capacity, but generally in London there are facilities 
nearby. 

• A participant suggested that home charging may dominate with inductive charging as a top 
up as moving through a rank. Rapid charging at lunch may also help top up.  

• Find downtime that already exists for drivers to charge, not the other way around, i.e. don’t 
install chargers at a certain place and expect taxi drivers to go there 

• The taxi perception of change is most important to drive change and support the adoption. 

• Taxi drivers present want to ‘go green’ but have fears over additional costs and lack of 
infrastructure. 

• How realistic is mass street charging? TfL have £13 million funding from OLEV for delivery 
of lamp post charging and some free-standing charge points. 95% of sites are owned by 
Boroughs, so the onus is on the Boroughs to help facilitate the change. It is plausible to 
expect charging points on residential roads where off-street parking doesn’t exist.  

• Will EV charging bays be segregated like disabled bays? TfL answered that this is up to the 
Boroughs. Pod point remarked that street lamp chargers don’t have to mark the bay. It will 
be very hard to even further reduce parking available in London by segregating existing bays 
for EV charging.  
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• TfL suggested that the main charging drivers are residential and rapid. Private charging 
companies are mid-level (22 kW / 7 kW) which take approximately 4 hours to charge an EV 
completely. TfL wonders when 4 hours is spare for a driver to dedicate for charging?  

• No one solution fits all. Need to understand the optimum split between residential, street, 
and rapid charging.  

• As a EV business model, could charging be offered free to a driver for customer to come to 
their business? Supermarkets offered free charging. Rapid charging isn’t an amenity, it’s a 
service. Supermarkets offering free charge points is an amenity.  

• Taxis don’t have an ‘at destination’ model, i.e. they can’t avail of supermarket free charging 
in their working day - they must pay for rapid charging or charge when not working 

• The challenge is political with the need to balancing taxi drivers and private hires. The private 
hire model will threaten black cab model. There is a need to match network upgrade 
forecasts with black cab business model. The black cab business model needs to last ten 
years. 

• For taxis, destination and work place charging doesn’t work therefore different infrastructure 
approach required, i.e. segregated charging points for taxis 

 
 

4) What is the ideal or manageable period of time to charge an EV (taxi or personal vehicle)? 

• A taxi driver suggested the lunch break which is half an hour to 20 minutes  

• For personal vehicles charging at work place or home may be best   

• For Private users, places where you don’t need to disrupt what you are doing would be 
good or places where you may be detained for a long time 

• Long range might be needed for long journeys, - there might be “weekend petrol” cars 

• Charge points needs to be as convenient as a petrol station. Times would also be similar to 
a current petrol station 

• For long journeys, you may need a rapid charger. Good locations may be shopping malls, 
motorways or taxi rapid charging. Private home charging would take longer but be cheaper. 

• It is a trade-off between cost vs convenience. People might plan their day around charging.  

• When put into practise, it needs to work just like in theory, but availability of space, broken 
stations, lack of enforcement may be issues may be issues.  

• Interoperability between all types of charge point is ideal and avoiding subscription issue 

• Filling an EV up to full on public charge point might not stay a habit. 

• Taxis would probably just fill, as that is their general preference at the moment. 

• Charging at home is usually cheaper and might be preferred as such. 

• An “EV tariff” is starting to emerge and might change the landscape. 

• At City airport it would be ideal to charge in 15-20 minutes when they grab a coffee.  
Private hire vehicles have gaps between journeys so might have more flexibility. In ten 
years’ time charging might get faster etc. Increase in battery size will help in the coming 
years. 

• Charging should take no more than 30 minutes. 

• Another participant suggested 20 minutes maximum. 

• A fleet operator is looking at installing rapid charging within their depot that would be 
exclusive to their own fleet. 

• PHV companies have already starting to install rapid charge points at their depots 

• A ‘return to base’ model in Central London is difficult because space in Central London is 
so expensive which is resulting in bases being continuously pushed out of this area 

 
 

 

 

Other 
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5) As an industry what steps should be taken to help the transition to zero emissions? 
 

• Industry should be ensuring costs are low for low carbon technology and are kept that way 
in the future. 

• The current transition seems to be only ‘shifting’ the emission to less desirable places 
instead of looking at the energy scenario as a whole. There needs to be a holistic change, 
including generation and manufacturing, to avoid societal disruptions and imparity. 

• Induction charging could be a new key solution. 

• Air quality issues are killing 15,000 people a year therefore Government needs to remove all 
the barriers. Private hire companies need more infrastructure; the biggest barrier for those 
type of organisations is lack of infrastructure. 

• Boroughs are not always collaborative according to experience. TfL needs to start to take 
curb space for charge points. 33 Boroughs in London makes it hard to collaborate. 

• London is very different to the rest of country which is a fundamental issue. Since 2011 
financial investments are available from government. Milton Keynes have rapid charging on 
every street corner. London has been left behind. The most important taxi fleet is in London. 
When looking at mega cities world-wide, London is being left behind. There is a lack of 
substation capacity and space. 

• Private finance needs an initial framework, initiatives and support 

• Business model for making charge points rapid is very tough currently. 

• Most of the money spent at the moment is on network upgrades, (strategic) depots can be a 
solution to avoid that. 

• TfL should make legislation and make it obligatory.  

• There is a lack of education on how to roll the EV adoption which is causing problems. 

• There needs to be a proper working group. If the industry approached as a group there would 
be more opportunities for collaboration. Charge point suppliers and users should join. An 
increased volume of the sales can help reduce costs. There is a lot of competition between 
rapid charge point manufacturers. Reduction in costs makes them more likely to be used. 

• Inductive charging isn’t an option just yet but could be worth taking into consideration in 
future. It is hard to keep up with technology 

• Ensuring assets aren’t soon going to be obsolete would help. 

• Going all electric is a good PR move for all the companies, and will push EV adoption 

• Customers prefer to hire companies that have green credentials and would pay more for it. 

• Corporate customers engaging with hire cars see the emissions before booking. Going all 
electric is a great PR for both fleets and companies engaging with them. 

• 15 years ago, Birmingham University did some research, measuring pollution for drivers. 
Drivers breathing in emission were a concern even back then. Trade unions are concerned 
about driver’s health. 

• Knowing battery level of cars ahead of time to base decisions on journey could be a way to 
make the experience for customers easier. 

 

 
Charging Infrastructure sessions – Additional remarks 

Charging locations 

• General consensus is that more data and information is needed on taxi charging behaviour 
in particular. 2/3 of Londoners have no access to off street parking (higher proportion 
amongst taxi & private hire vehicles), lamp post charging will not scale up to meet demands 
of many EVs charging at once because of limited cable capacity. Where will they charge? 

• Wireless charging very appealing at taxi ranks due to convenience, technology is not there 
yet however. 

• Everyone needs to be on board with facilitating charging for this single user groups. It seems 
like not every stakeholder is on board at the moment. Local authorities in Central London 
won’t allow on-street chargers because of the extra street furniture. They want to encourage 
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people to walk, so blocking pavement with chargers doesn’t send correct message. There 
are therefore contradictions in their policies. 

• Not all PHEVs have domestic charge points. PHEVs commonly make use of public chargers  

• There is little willingness from many employers to install charge points, as there is little 
incentive to do so. This means that there is little or no charging taking place at most work 
places. This is likely to change as: 

o More employees get EVs and employers have to cater for this to increase employee 
satisfaction 

o More electric company and fleet vehicles are penetrating the market. As directors 
and senior staff purchase electric vehicles, employer’s attitudes change 

• It is important for us to understand where cab drivers need charging points 

• It is a consumer led market. Cabs don’t necessarily drive commercial rapid charger 
deployment, the rest of the market does. They need them in Central London where the cabs 
are, not on the outskirts in Lidl! 

• Taxis want the chargers to be in the congestion charge zone, at the rest rank (where you 
can leave taxi there for a few hours, and at taxi ranks (induction charging particularly useful 
here). 

• Average waiting times at Heathrow are around 4 hours mean that there is enough time to 
charge; there are also the facilities to do so. 

 

Types of chargers 

• Super & Mega Chargers 

• Doesn’t think that these will be the norm. Superchargers are poorly utilised, with 90% of 
users charging completely at home. 

• That is what people said about the rapid charger network when it first entered the industry, 
now people are complaining that there aren’t enough. Perhaps this will apply to super 
chargers too? 

 

Issues 

• DNOs are very slow at providing connections. ‘Long’ lead times of 3 months and upwards 
are losing them business and stopping customers from connecting. A participant recently 
tried to connect a fleet charging depot but were unable to because of time and cost. 

• Takes time to plan, design and carry out works, cannot reinforce ahead of need. This must 
be built into customer expectations unless regulation is changed. 

• It is the DNO’s fault that EV connections take long time, they want us to connect much faster 
to meet customer demands. 

• Perhaps further conversations can be had about how we can streamline connections. 
Acknowledge that there is limited asset and headroom information available publicly which 
could potentially help customers, however, it will still take time to connect charge points if 
headroom is not available. 

• Unless charging infrastructure is convenient both at home and publicly, TfL’s green dream 
won’t be realised, and all at the expense of the cabbies who must pay for it all. Ideally, 
Cabbies would like a larger battery size. 

• If cabbies can’t charge at home, they are an ideal target for muggers as they walk home in 
the dark with their day’s earnings in cash. On top of this, they come back after everyone else, 
so on-street residential chargers will be taken already. Booking systems will help, but not 
perfect, as there is uncertainty over what time they will arrive back home. A rapid charge 
before arriving home is an acceptable option, although this will add time onto a working day.  

• PHEVs – people may be driving around on fuel rather than battery. If TfL & GLA are to realise 
their green dream, they have to make it very convenient for black cabs & PHVs to charge. 
Location, speed and availability extremely important. 

• When cars reach 15 years old they are charged in ULEZ. Is this the same for e-cabs once 
they age?  
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Charging prices 

• There is concern over the subscription fees that cabbies will have to pay. There are several 
different networks, each with their own subscription fee, this is expensive and time 
consuming. 

• There is also concern that a decline in taxes from petrol and diesel which will trigger a levy 
on electricity and the financial benefits of EVs will eventually be lost. 

• The TfL financed Chargemaster rapids are £3 for a full cab charge (20p/kWh). It is also 
possible to charge on others without the subscription fee, but at higher prices. 

• Not enough of these and the 300 target isn’t enough 

• There will be others available for public use 
 

Future Ideas/ Issues 

• The calculation from a private hire vehicle company that between 8 and 9,000 rapid chargers 
are needed just for private hire vehicles is wrong. The table agrees. 

• £80 difference between 3kW & 7kW domestic chargers. This implies that most new domestic 
chargers will be 7kW. It is important to note however, that most EVs currently on the road 
actually charge at 16 amps (roughly 4kW) due to realities of power electronics in existing 
EVs. 

• Managed charging is very important 

• A participant criticised DNOs for not using flexibility to enable faster connections of EVs and 
better utilise renewable energy resources whilst delivering value for customers. He/she 
doesn’t see a reason why this can’t be implemented already. UKPN raised the transition to 
DSO and the steps we are taking with DSR, active management and reactive power market. 
Pod Point sees many barriers to implementation of this technology. 

• The figures around clustering were very interesting and was previously unaware of the 
impacts of this. (in reference to >10 taxis on 1,600 substations etc) 

• DNOs should be thinking not just about minimum cost ‘smart’ solutions but designing the grid 
so that it is able to meet our climate change goals. e.g. not just minimum cost, but enough 
to meet environmental targets 

• Lots of misconceptions around technologies which need better communication 

• There is a serious lack of communication/education between TfL/the market and taxi drivers 
– they have no idea about different price regimes/how to use the units, what this actually 
means in terms of pence per mile, where chargers are located (and they have no visibility of 
future installs with the TfL rapid charger framework).  
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4. Zero-emission capable vehicles 
 

Considerations for further action: 

 

Suggestions for further work made by participants who attended the sessions include: 

 

• The taxi and private hire drivers present agreed that there needed to be greater incentives and better funding to 
entice them to move to an EV.  With new legislation stating that emissions need to reduce, the infrastructure to 
support the transition needs to be in place – in years to come, those who purchase petrol/diesel cars will 
perceived as smokers are perceived these days! The group agreed that the ZEC future is inevitable, but that it 
is being politician led (for the right reasons) but without the necessary planning.   

• Participants suggested that there was an interlinking of different players in ‘chicken and egg’ relationships, drivers 
don’t want to buy EVs until the infrastructure there, infrastructure/charging point manufacturers don’t want to 
make the investment until they have the customers. 

• Network reinforcement is being put in place to support electric buses – is there an opportunity to share these 
with taxis and private hire vehicles?  

 

 

 

1) The operational expenditure can be over 10 times cheaper for ZEC than ICE vehicles, but 
when do you predict a ZEC will be the same purchase price as an ICE vehicle? 

• The group agreed that for any new technology, price will always be higher at the beginning 
until demand rises and the price decreases.  From a manufacturing point of view, it was 
agreed that it was currently very expensive to build the vehicles, but cost will come down as 
demand goes up.  

• The drivers present agreed that there needed to be greater incentives and better funding to 
entice them to move to an EV.  With the new legislation stating that emissions need to reduce, 
the infrastructure to support the transition needs to be in place – in years to come, those who 
purchase petrol/diesel cars will perceived as smokers are perceived these days! The group 
agreed that the ZEC future is inevitable, but that it is being politician led (for the right reasons) 
but without the planning.   

• One of the drivers referred to studies saying that price parity of ICE vehicles and EVs would 
be reached by 2022. Vehicles will change in how they are being used - people will just use 
taxis instead of owning cars. The benefits of EVs is the service charges – an EV can go 
500,000 miles without needing a service and that should be factored into costs of ownership. 
Companies such as Nissan offer free servicing for life, this reduces the overall cost of 
ownership of a car. 

• One of the fleet drivers outlined how the age limit of their drivers is high and when their 
vehicles come off the road, they try to rent it and if they can’t, they retire it.  They won’t be in 
a position to buy a new EV.  

• One driver asked TfL about his ZEC and why they put a 15-year limit on its life span if it can’t 
get any lower emissions than zero.  TfL said this was due to wear and tear, of the interiors 
from public use and that vehicles should be changed for that reason.   

• The group agreed that from a manufacturer perspective, initial cost outlay is more expensive, 
but the recuperation of costs comes back very quickly.  They outlined how this is the single 
biggest change since the change from horse and cart to petrol cars. No-one knows when 
parity will be reached; it will be market driven. The value of a vehicle depends on what the 
market is prepared to pay.  Drivers confirmed they were a bit nervous as they don’t know 
what to expect but did say that it had been the same when petrol was introduced – soon after 
though, petrol stations started to appear everywhere and demand for cars grew.   

• The black cab drivers believe that it won’t come down to costs but whether or not drivers see 
a future in the black cab industry. As they don’t know what the future holds, they would need 
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a guarantee from TfL and an understanding of why, if they own their own car freehold, they 
would want to get into £200 a month debt paying for an EV. 

• A private hire company stated being able to market their fleet as 50% EV as a key selling 
point. 

• One driver suggested that as the technology matures, prices will come down. By 2025, he 
thought that costs will be compatible  

• The facilitators queried if black cab drivers could pay less for an EV, but didn’t have the 
turning circle and had more choice in vehicles, would they? The black cab drivers didn’t see 
this as an option as they would lose their identity and become just another driver. They didn’t 
agree it would be cheaper as their vehicles need to be wheelchair accessible and have 
hearing loops.   

• The facilitator queried a private hire company comment about switching their fleet to EVs 
and the enormity of the challenge. A private hire company agreed it was a challenge, but 
they are now looking to lease which will be relatively easy when the infrastructure becomes 
available. They have released research about fast charging points and as soon as they are 
available, they will adopt that technology. 

• The facilitator asked one fleet driver what the difference in cost benefit analysis would be 
and how they could help drivers.  The fleet driver outlined that they have 2,000 drivers 
subscribing to the circuit; most of them are owner drivers; they have a small fleet of 40 which 
they rent to drivers; he imagined they would switch to electric as soon as possible; 

• TfL commented how they have seen a lot of corporate accounts requesting EVs and how if 
they haven’t got EVs available, fleets won’t win that work.   

• One driver queried if the costs should be passed on to the passengers if there are significant 
savings.  TfL confirmed that they set the prices and there have been suggestions that those 
taking green cabs should pay less, but feedback says it should be the same. 

• The facilitator asked about incentivisation? With massive upfront costs due to regulation: 
what can TfL do to help or incentivise? What assurance can TfL give taxi drivers that they 
won’t be told in 10 years’ time that things are to change again? 

• TfL commented that the Mayor wants to support the taxi industry; nobody wants to be the 
mayor when the iconic black cab dies so there will be grants etc in place and TfL will look at 
other measures to encourage or support uptake of electric black cabs.  

• Drivers noted how there are a lot of unknowns and they are taking a leap of faith even if they 
end up saving £100 a week. They asked if TfL could publish exactly what each charging 
company is charging, so they could begin to say to drivers what a day’s work will cost. 

• A participant noted how they had undertaken a trial with a private hire company – 8 of 70 
drivers had chargers at home and gave really positive feedback. Those charging at 
supermarkets etc had mixed feedback.   

• The facilitator asked TfL if, from a congestion and air quality point of view, do drivers have 
to drive around with no fare or can you park up when you have no fare. Are TfL looking at 
that? TfL advised that on the taxi side, black cabs can pull up.  There is an air quality 
argument for taxi ranks but it is hard to convince the Boroughs of the benefits. On private 
hire side, they have talked about giving them space to wait and they have talked about 
resting. They are looking for PHV parking spaces, but TfL don’t have power to do that where 
as they do have power to put in taxi ranks; under-utilised cark parks could be an option for 
waiting and charging. 

• One driver asked if an EV fleet would struggle to survive if drivers can’t charge.  Another 
driver advised that one EV driver had done a deal with NCP to leave his cab charging 
overnight while the car park wasn’t full.  A fleet owner said they are looking at hubs for cars 
to charge. 

• The facilitator asked TfL if given the network reinforcement that was already in place for 
some bus stations, could EVs share those facilities? TfL confirmed there could be space 
issues, but that it could be an option where there is space. He advised that from the bus 
perspective, inductive charging is being looked at.  One driver commented how inductive 
chargers would be brilliant for taxi ranks and if you use a rank, an EV would be well worth 
the investment. 
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• A query was raised about the difference between choosing to be a PHV or a taxi driver; how 
do you make that decision? The drivers agreed that years ago you were told you had the 
sole right to ply for business on the street and the flexibility of running your own business.  
With the uptake of apps, black cab drivers have lost some of that business. There used to 
be a strong culture associated with being a black cab driver but most drivers these days 
would not encourage their children to follow in the profession. TfL added that the number of 
black cab drivers is falling which is a concern. 

 

2) How much more would you be willing to pay for a ZEC vehicle vs an ICE vehicle on 
monthly lease payments, given running costs could be significantly lower? 

• One driver suggested that the best hope is for owner/drivers to buy them, then sell on second 
hand to fleet owners; even with grants and the interest on the loan, it’s £75k over 5 years. 
They said it is difficult to justify that sort of money for a working vehicle as you need to clear 
your living expenses after vehicle expenses.   

• The facilitators asked if the drivers put a value on things other than income or outgoings? 
The drivers agreed that they do.  They estimated that it would take the first three days to 
work off the car loan, then paying household bills, you would end up working 7 days rather 
than 5 so the quality of life wouldn’t improve.  While they support the use of EVs, they need 
to think in business terms and think of the bottom line.  With the country in recession, we do 
need to clean the air but again, politicians need to think of the impact. One suggestion was 
to take 20% VAT off the vehicle. 

• The facilitators asked about the potential for introducing incentives to scrap diesel? The 
drivers questioned where the market for that is. While the world is changing, we still need 
infrastructure, and this should be government led.   

• One driver said that a lot of drivers were indicating that they would not purchase an EV for 
at least 2 years until they weigh up the impact on their business. They believe that they are 
the test bed for this exercise, but that London will be primarily commercial vehicles in 5-10 
years. 
 

 

3) What are the biggest benefits of driving a ZEC vehicle? 

• The facilitators questioned who had driven an EV – 8 of the attendees confirmed they had 
and outlined the benefits as follows: 

o Very relaxing and quiet – you change your driving behaviours to adapt to this new 
model of vehicle 

o A lot cheaper to run - you do change the way you drive; wife has one and drives 
10,000 miles a year – it costs £2.36 to charge rather than refuelling a full tank; the 
EV does about 108 miles on full charge  

o Not as tiring to driving an EV 
o Maintenance and fuel cost are grey 

• While most drivers agreed these benefits were positive, they believed their cars would be 
used much more heavily and more likely to therefore discover problems. 

• The drivers agreed that the upfront purchase cost is very visible but sought incentives which 
could be passed on from the manufacturers that could guarantee reduced costs to 
consumers: 

• The facilitators queried how many drivers have off-street parking and how many live within 
20 miles of London? The drivers agreed that demographics show that more and more drivers 
are moving further and further out – beyond the M25 as they can’t afford to live in Centre of 
London any more.  They believe that the majority of taxi drivers would have own drive while 
the PHVs would be on-street parking.   
 

 

 
ZEC Vehicle sessions – Additional Remarks 
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Prices/ metering 

• Metering price/mile is governed by TfL – black cab tariffs – fares include cost of vehicle, cost 
of fuel, cost of servicing. Discussions have been held about different tariffs for different 
vehicles (ZEC vs ICE) but it was considered unfair to tilt prices either way. 

• Corporate accounts asking for green fleets, and the emissions vehicles generate. 

• Private hire companies can set fares themselves 

• Delicencing grants not high enough for significant interest/uptake 

• TfL to make charging from each company listed on website – transparency, duration, cost 
 

Issues 

• Ranks are a crucial part of getting work for cabbies. They need to park without getting a fine. 
There is an air quality argument for these ranks, but it is difficult to convince the Boroughs of 
the benefits sometimes 

• Private hire drivers need space to stop with driver facilities.  TfL don’t have the powers to do 
this.  

• Conditions of fitness bumps the price of vehicle - Wheelchair accommodation is difficult and 
pricey 

 

Early adopters 

• Private hire company are doing market research about fast charging points. When that 
becomes available and feasible, all other things being equal they will change their fleets to 
electric.  They need to make sure the vehicles do the job, in keeping with a corporate brand 

• Boroughs are doing things to not support diesel vehicles; air quality high on the agenda 

• Multi-storey parking that are underutilised could be used for PHV charging and reduce 
congestion. 

• Depot style charging could be the solution. 

• Private hire companies want to start having conversations with charging point manufacturers 
on commercial arrangements 

• Interlinking of different players in ‘chicken and egg’ relationships, drivers don’t want to buy 
EVs until the infrastructure there, infrastructure/charging point manufacturers don’t want to 
make the investment until they have the customers. 

• Tremendous benefits around quality of drive, the difference in fatigue at end of a shift is like 
night and day 

• A key issue with ZEC vehicles for taxi drivers was the associated upfront cost. It is felt that 
because the move is being forced and their work is being squeezed by private hire hailing 
apps, more incentives are required to help them make the move or some may choose not to 
go into the field or continue in the field. 

• As big a change as from horse and cart to petrol cars, 
 

 

Questions 

• Network reinforcement is there for buses, is there an opportunity to share these with taxis 
and PH? The reinforcement already done? – not sure space might be an issue. Inductive 
charging would be ideal as used in bus. Driver: people said smoking was healthy in the 50s? 
health implication of sitting on a battery, induction charging? 

• Is there a future going forward in the black cab driver trade? 
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5. Policy and Support for the transition 
 

Considerations for further action: 

 

Suggestions for further work made by participants who attended the sessions include: 

 

• Participants had a good knowledge of grants but were not sure that most colleagues have heard of them. Should 
someone consider writing to taxi drivers about them? 

• Participants were not sure that a website is a good place to disseminate information – it’s quite hard to find ZEC 
information on websites. Maybe something in writing on paper would be better? Or email a link? 

• Suggested communication routes with taxi and private hire drivers included via leasing companies or the TfL 
newsletter 

 

 
 

1) What support/incentives are available when purchasing a ZEC vehicle including for taxis 
& PHVs? 

• Participants were shown the schematic of incentives currently offered. 
o Great to have the purchase price incentive, however… 
o Decommissioning scheme £40m in pot? – The scheme maybe needs to consider 

revisiting market prices – it has had some interest but there is no danger of spending 
the pot at the moment 

• The proposed Mayors decommissioning scheme could speed uptake of ZECs. 

• There might be concern about state aid if the grant rises. 

• TfL delicensing scheme is not enough as an incentive to get old cabs of the road. It is cheaper 
to scrap a vehicle or make a private sale rather than use delicensing scheme.  People taking 
the money are leaving the trade. 

• The group expressed concerns about government views on future loss of fuel duty 

• There was concerns that details of the grants are being used by manufacturers which then 
ups the price of the new taxis/PHVs 

• Taxi drivers who have had their cab for 10+ years will have paid off their cab so there is no 
incentive for them to buy/lease a new cab because they will then have to struggle with the 
weekly/monthly payments 

• A private hire driver was already aware of the grants and mentioned that Uber may be 
introducing a new policy for drivers switching from petrol/diesel to ZEC cars that provide a 
(£5000) grant.  Uber may be building their own charging infrastructure. 

• A PHV driver has used the plug-in car grant. 
 

2) Have you heard of the grants and schemes displayed on the infographics before today? 

• Participants had a good knowledge of grants but were not sure that most colleagues have 
heard of it. Should someone consider writing to them? 

 

3) What is the best means of advertising policy and support? 

• Not sure that a website is a good place – it’s quite hard to find ZEC information on websites. 
Maybe something in writing on paper would be better? Or email a link? 

• People need reassuring that the infrastructure is there. This is perceived as a big barrier. A 
better choice of vehicles would also help. 

• For drivers who lease vehicles communicating with them via the leasing companies may be 
a good route 

• A survey by Source London is looking at where people need charging posts. 

• Suggestions included TfL newsletters, word of mouth, fleet operator notice boards, leasing 
companies 
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• There was general agreement that if the infrastructure is in place and an affordable taxi is on 
the market it will fly off the shelves 

• Long term policy should be better communicated, and the appeal of ZEC vehicles should be 
communicated to drivers. 

• Suggested communication routes included leasing companies, the TfL newsletter 
 

 

Other 

4) As an industry what steps should be taken to help the transition to zero emissions? 
 

• Biggest barrier is the range, infrastructure and price of the new LEVC TX. 

• The group discussed an ideal world where the price of a new cab is between £20 and 
£30,000 and numerous rapid charging points are in place where cabbies take breaks 

• A PHEV driver asked if taxi drivers could crowdfund a charging point? 

• The facilitator detailed the number of rapid charging points in London. The cost of rapid 
charge points is substantial if a new substation is needed. Suitable sites have been a key 
barrier. Rapid charge points are quite large, so they require planning permission. Land is 
also major issue. The cost of the charging points is not always the main issue! 

• If a full electric car with a high range is brought out many PHV drivers will switch. The 
Hyundai Kona was used as an example – it has almost 300-mile range. Head space in the 
back is a major selling point for PHVs. 

 

 
Policy and support for the transition sessions – Additional Remarks 

Future/ Ideas 

• Discussion about benefit in kind, company cars may become full electric cars as the tax rules 
are changing in the future 

• Different cities have different agreements over Zero emission zones, OLEV and TfL are 
working closely together. Ultra-Low Emission zone is the blueprint for other cities 

• Government committed to reduce energy, renewables. Government subsidies for nuclear 
energy and offshore wind. Subsidies needed for the vehicles, consumers paying for low 
carbon technology  

• Could Uber bring out a process where you can request an UberE (electric car) like UberEx 
(Executive car) 

• The target is to electrify 60% of the transport sector by 2030 
 

ZEC vehicles 

• PHEV electric vehicle running is more of a challenge over winter. Current PHEV 220 mpg 

• Wandsworth looking to install lamp post chargers.  

• The GoUltraLow city scheme is very important 
 

Issues 

• Taxi drivers are leaving the trade, private hire industry is having a major impact, perhaps 5 
years left for black cab drivers? 

• Incentives and price is the key to making taxi/PHV drivers change their ways 

• Taxi and PHV drivers usually wait for issues to be resolved. It is hard to engage early 
adopters 

• Manufacturers are not ready for a rapid increase in ZEC vehicles and there is a large waiting 
list for EVs. LEVC are capable of meeting demands 

• Operators are running taxis 24/7 which makes charging difficult 

 


